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thE SocIal GooD DESIGN awaRDS GIVES 
VoIcE to thE ImPoRtaNt woRk DESIGNERS 
aRE DoING aND caN Do to chaNGE thE 
way wE thINk aND act.

inTRoDuCTion

today we are all faced with an overwhelming  
amount of competing messages, making it 
increasingly difficult to filter out what is relevant.  
In this environment, it is up to graphic designers  
to communicate the messages that matter in  
a way that will stand out and resonate. In this way,  
designers have incredible power to influence the  
way people think and act for the better. 

Since 2012, the association of Registered Graphic 
Designers (RGD) has invited submissions of projects 
created under the theme of communication design  
for social good. the So(cial) Good Design awards 
celebrates work with the power to incite action and 
make meaningful change in the way we live our lives. 

whether it is through the design of a website,  
a brochure, motion graphics, posters, campaign 
materials or packaging, graphic designers are taking  
a creative approach to social issues, encouraging  
new ways of thinking and inspiring positive action.

     RGD presents the first-ever So(cial) Good Design Award, created  
  by Forge Media + Design. Winning entries are on display from  
November 4 to January 9 at Toronto Pearson International Airport./
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RGD was created by an act of the 
ontario legislature to grant graphic 

designers who qualify the right to use 
the designation Registered Graphic 

Designer (RGD). the RGD designation 
signals professional quality and 

commitment to the industry, public 
and government. Registered Graphic 
Designers have met a rigorous set of 
standards that includes documented 

levels of relevant, professional 
education and experience, as well 

as demonstrated competence in the 
areas of business, design principles, 

research and ethics.

Representing more than 3,000 graphic 
designers, managers, educators and 

students, RGD provides a unified voice 
for the community. the association 

works to establish and promote 
professional standards, best practices 

and design excellence throughout 
our industry. RGD aims to help foster 

recognition of graphic design for its 
contributions to commerce, culture 

and society.

For more, visit

WWW.RgD.CA

ABouT RgD

thE aSSocIatIoN oF 
REGIStERED GRaPhIc 
DESIGNERS (RGD) IS a hub 
FoR thE GRaPhIc DESIGN 
commuNIty, PRomotING 
kNowlEDGE ShaRING, 
aDVocacy aND mENtoRShIP. 
wE woRk collaboRatIVEly 
to PRoVIDE PRoGRamS aND 
oPPoRtuNItIES that hElP 
DESIGNERS, EDucatoRS aND 
StuDENtS aDVaNcE IN a 
woRlD oF ImmENSE chaNGE 
aND EStablISh PRoFESSIoNal 
StaNDaRDS, bESt PRactIcES 
aND INNoVatIVE thINkING 
wIthIN ouR INDuStRy.

     At RGD, we work collaboratively to provide programs and   
   opportunities that help designers, educators and students 
advance in a world of immense change./
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NON-PROfiT CATEgORy fOR-PROfiT CATEgORy

with over 10 years experience working in non-profit 
communications, kyle is passionate about creating bold 
and functional design that provokes thought, comment  
and action. as the manager of communications for act, 
kyle is responsible for the design and production of all 
collateral that enhances the act brand and for the efficient 
operation of the communications department in the areas 
of marketing, promotions, social media, and advocacy. 
as a freelance graphic designer kyle has worked with a 
number of organizations, including camh, catIE, and the 
writers’ trust of canada, on projects that deliver unique 
and compelling messages that support strategic goals, 
attract fundraising opportunities, and, most importantly, 
make an impact.

joseph is “the other joe Duffy” in the design industry. 
he grew up surrounded by some of the world’s most 
talented creative people in which his greatest asset was 
being a sponge. Since day one he set out to follow in his 
father’s footsteps and has dedicated his life to the business 
of design. after earning his bFa in Graphic Design from 
the college of Visual arts, joseph began his career in the 
production and interactive groups at Fallon worldwide. 
In 2004, he left with the family name to help start Duffy 
& Partners as a designer. today, as Design Director, he 
continues to work with some of the biggest brands all 
around the globe.

Shirley began her career in 1985 with a post-graduate degree 
in Fine art and continued education at ocaD. She currently 
sits on the humber advisory committee, is an active RGD 
member and participant in judging industry awards such 
as the Redgees, applied arts and now SoGood 2014. Shirley 
enjoys her role as Principal and art Director at Riordon 
Design and attributes the success of the firm to following 
the advice of a respected mentor who once said, “we 
continue to grow by hiring talent greater than our own”. 
client name dropping includes Sony music, the canadian 
opera company, corus Entertainment, General Electric 
and world Vision.

born in london, Roy graduated from the mander college 
of art & Design at 18 and cut his teeth early at renowned 
london design firms, the Partners and carol Dempsey 
and thirkell. Roy spent his early career in both the uk 
and australia working on large rebrand projects. upon his 
arrival in canada he joined karacters design as associate 
creative director at one of Vancouver’s leading design 
consultancies. In 2004 Roy formed Subplot Design with 
design partner matthew clark. In the last 10 years Subplot 
has gone on to become recognized as one of western 
canada’s most creative design consultancies, working 
on large rebrand and packaging projects with okanagan 
Spring brewing, Vancouver aquarium, level Ground 
coffee, Petcurean Pet Nutrition, kasian architects, and 
happy Planet. Subplot also regularly works with canada 
Post and has created several award winning stamp sets.

KylE gREENwOOd
Manager of Communications, AIDS 
Committee of Toronto (ACT), Toronto

JOSEPh duffy
Design Director at Duffy 
& Partners, Minneapolis

ShiRlEy RiORdON 
Rgd

Art Director and Principal 
at Riordon Design, Oakville

ROy whiTE
Principal and Creative Director 
at Subplot Design Inc., Vancouver

JUDGES

morag is the multi-award-winning creator of Studio 
myerscough, which she started in 1993. Since then, she 
has produced an eclectic – and sometimes eccentric – 
body of work that is frequently unclassifiable but 
which always offers a high level of communication and 
engagement. She combines formal graphic design 
methodologies (typography, image making) with highly 
individualistic craft skills. but it is her work in the 
integration of graphics within architectural settings 
that is her strongest claim to recognition.

MORAg MyERSCOugh
Studio Myerscough, London UK

It’s through his audacious and eclectic work that  
otherwise discreet mario mercier established himself as a 
prominent figure in canadian design for the last 20 years. 
after studying cinema, mario soon developed a passion for  
design and joined lumbago studio, a driving force in Quebec 
design of the ‘90s. In 1996, mario founded his own studio, 
orangetango. It quickly became a creative powerhouse in 
Quebec. under mario’s visionary direction, the firm kept 
pushing boundaries, creating ground-breaking work in 
design, advertising, and new media for clients such as  
cirque du Soleil, opera de montréal, the museum of Fine 
arts, montréal complètement cirque, agropur, mcGill 
university, the National arts centre, the wines of chile, 
le théâtre du nouveau monde, and many, many others. 
last spring, after 18 years and four hundred canadian and 
international awards, mario left orangetango to do what  
he does best: create something new.

MARiO MERCiER 
dgA

Designer, Montreal

as head of corporate citizenship for manulife, chris is 
responsible for the development and implementation of 
manulife’s global corporate social responsibility strategy. 
this includes program development and oversight, internal 
and external reporting, and external relations related to 
cSR issues. Prior to joining manulife, chris worked in Rbc’s 
corporate Sustainability Group. he has also held various 
positions in the real estate, consulting and public sectors. 
chris obtained his bachelor of commerce at Dalhousie 
university in halifax, and his master of Environmental 
Studies at york university in toronto.

ChRiS OuEllETTE
Head of Corporate Citizenship 
at Manulife Financial, Toronto

having lived and worked in buenos aires, la, New 
york, mexico city and toronto, Vanessa brings a unique 
international perspective to blok Design, the studio she 
founded in 1998. highly idealistic and intuitive, she is a 
passionate collaborator and works with talented thinkers 
from around the world, taking on initiatives that blend 
cultural awareness, a love of art, and humanity to advance 
society and business alike. blok’s work has been recognized 
internationally, and has recently been published in masters 
of Design, Gestalten’s “Echoes of the Future”, one by one, 
and Source book of contemporary Graphic Design among 
others. It has been exhibited in museums from japan to 
toronto and is part of the permanent collection of the 
Royal ontario museum.

VANESSA ECKSTEiN 
Rgd

Creative Director at 
Blok Design, Toronto
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dESigNER-dRiVEN CATEgORy gOVERNMENT-iNiTiATEd CATEgORy

charles is a designer, entrepreneur, environmentalist and 
cyclist. he co-founded kickstarter with the goal of enabling 
creatives to bring their work to those who matter: their true 
fans. he resided as the company’s head of Design from 
2007 until recently. his work tends towards the digital, 
but it is always either a reflection of society or an effort to 
influence behaviours within society for the better.

Irma is an amsterdam-based designer most noted for her 
books. She works in both the cultural and commercial 
sectors with commissions for the Rijksmuseum amsterdam, 
Inside outside, Fondazione Prada, Ferrari, masserati, Vitra 
International, Nai Publishers, united Nations, oma/Rem 
koolhaas and chanel. Irma is a senior critic at yale university 
and an international lecturer. She is the youngest person to 
receive the prestigious Gutenberg prize and is a recipient of 
the johannes Vermeer award.

as a Partner and creative Director at St. bernadine, andrew 
applies his strong creative and strategic skills to solving 
clients’ problems. a focus on thought leadership in a 
multidisciplinary environment, combined with expertise in 
a wide range of fields, expressed through storytelling and 
emotional connection leads to work that both wins awards 
and builds clients’ businesses. andrew is an unwavering 
Gemini and dreams of one day owning a ‘72 Ranchero.  
St. bernadine is a leading Vancouver design, branding,  
and advertising agency, named after the Patron Saint of 
advertising, design and public relations.

ChARlES AdlER
Co-founder of Kickstarter, New York

iRMA BOOM
Graphic Designer, 
The Netherlands

ANdREw SAMuEl
Creative Director at St. Bernadine 
Mission Communications, Vancouver

JUDGESCONTiNuEd

Fidel previously held senior design positions at concrete, 
Dinnick & howells and Pentagram london. he has led 
projects for a broad range of international clients, from 
holt Renfrew and cole haan to audi, Vanidad magazine 
and the london Institute. a graduate in design from George 
brown college (where he is on the program advisory 
committee), Fidel is president of the advertising & Design 
club of canada and a faculty member of ocaD university. 
underline Studio is a multi-disciplinary graphic design agency 
based in toronto, canada. Services include the art direction 
and design of visual identities, publications, advertising and 
marketing materials, books, packaging, and interactive  
and motion graphics.

fidEl PEñA 
Rgd

Creative Director and Partner 
at Underline Studio, Toronto

located in the mighty Pacific Northwest, the Draplin 
Design co. proudly rolls up its sleeves on a number of 
projects related to the Print, Identity, Illustration and Gocco 
muscle categories. they make stuff for coal headwear, 
union binding co., Richmond Fontaine, Field Notes, Esquire, 
Nike, wired, timberline, chunklet, Incase, Giro, cobra Dogs, 
burton Snowboards, hughes Entertainment, megafaun, 
Ford motor company, woolrich and even the obama 
administration, if you can believe it.

AARON dRAPliN 
Founder of Draplin Design Co., 
Portland

For the past seven years, brent has held the position  
of creative Director for the city of calgary, where his 
leadership and creative problem solving skills have helped 
deliver effective communication solutions. he earned a  
ba in communications from Simon Fraser university and  
b.Des from alberta college of art and Design. Prior to  
his current role, brent also held senior level positions at 
calgary-based marketing firm trigger and maclaren  
mccann canada. 

BRENT MyKyTE
Creative Director at the 
City of Calgary, Calgary

an accredited graphic designer, Nicole studied her profession 
at both algonquin college and the ontario college of art and 
Design. after working for several prestigious design studios 
in ottawa, she founded and served as president and creative 
director for allegro168. She was president of RGD from 2007  
to 2009. a sommelier as well, she was a board member for  
the National capital Sommelier Guild and published brix,  
a magazine of wine and travel. Returning to her roots, she is  
now owner and creative director of Domino creative, where  
she provides design services to many clients including those  
in the health, education and not-for profit sectors.

NiCOlE VAlléE  
Rgd

Principal at Domino Creative, 
Ottawa
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NOT-FOR-PROFIT
CLIENT-INITIATED 
PROJECTS

     “Unless someone like you cares a whole awful   
   lot, nothing is going to get better. It’s not.”  
— Dr. Seuss, The Lorax/



“ShE dESERVES iT” CAMPAIGN
intent toronto, canada

Client Women’s Crisis services  
of Waterloo Region, Waterloo

Creative Director Ben Hagon Rgd

Account Director Crystal Eagles

senior Designer Lesley Drago

Designer Alicia Rogers-sanchez

Photographer Lorella Zanetti 

this campaign is designed to create  
shock and inspire change. the provocative 
headline references a classic abuser 
excuse while also explaining that women 
and children deserve a sanctuary from 
violence. through print, online and other 
media channels, the campaign aims to 
inspire audiences to help improve the lives 
of abused women and children.

/////Judge’s Pick 

“Immediately understood, smart  
double entendre in title and concept.  
The typography and imagery dismantles 
stereotypes through effective juxtaposition 
and contrast to create a campaign that is 
evocative without resorting to gimmicky 
shock value.”

 — shirley Riordon Rgd
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1,000 ACTS Of KiNdNESS CAMPAIGN
rtraction london, canada

Client Luso Community  
services, London

Principal Designer James Kingsley

video Designer Andy Ratz

Developer Jared Lerner 

the 1,000 acts of kindness movement 
began in london ontario and has spread 
across North america, challenging 
communities to work together to end hate 
by completing 1,000 large and small acts 
of kindness in one month. the bright, user-
friendly website is accessible for all users.  
a brief video explains the campaign and 
provides suggestions for possible acts of 

kindness, and the ‘scoreboard’ keeps  
track of how many acts have been 
recorded, emphasizing how the number 
continues to grow as more people choose 
kindness over hatred at every opportunity.

APPROVAl VOTiNg VIDEO
Thought Café Toronto, Canada

Client The Centre for Election 
science, san Francisco

Creative Director  
suzanna Brusikiewicz

Art Director & illustrator  
nick Counter

Animation Jonathon Corbiere,  
Tyler sammy

sound Design Allan Levy

Written by megan Powell  
and Thought Café 

the centre for Election Science is a 
nonpartisan nonprofit organization 
comprised of voting system experts and 
activists. the organization promotes better 
collective decisions in settings ranging 
from student organizations to government 
bodies. the video explains the concept of 
‘approval Voting’ with friendly fruits 

and vegetables, hinting at the bush/
Gore election of 2000 without directly 
referencing the situation. the goal of 
the video was to gain funding for further 
initiatives and spread the message that 
elections should be run more fairly.
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CAMP QuAliTy IDENTITY
Parcel design toronto, canada

Client Camp Quality Canada, 
Canada-wide

Creative Director gary Beelik

strategy Erin Brand

Designer and Photographer  
Jim Ryce Rgd

Designer Richard nalli-Petta

Account manager sheena mota 

over 25 years of running camps for kids 
with cancer, camp Quality has grown  
from a single camp to an organization 
overseeing eight different programs  
across the country, and is now one of the 
largest children’s oncology charities in 
canada. the redesigned logo and identity 
represents camp Quality’s commitment  
to providing one-on-one companionship 
and support for each child.

COAliTiON fOR ENgAgEd EduCATiON IDENTITY
Blok design toronto, canada

Client Coalition for Engaged 
Education, Los Angeles

Creative Directors  
vanessa Eckstein Rgd,  
marta Cutler

Designers vanessa Eckstein Rgd,  
miki Arai, Kevin Boothe

the coalition for Engaged Education  
(cEE) is a non-profit organization that 
focuses on helping young people develop  
a lifelong love of learning. to help expand 
the organization’s work to national and 
global levels, the new identity reflects 
cEE’s process of transforming and uplifting 
students. using ‘cEE’ as a verb gives 
voice to the students and helps them 
communicate their own hopes and dreams.

/////Judge’s Pick 

“As I discovered this colourful, vibrant and 
coherent work a growing feeling of elation 
and lightheartedness prevailed. Engaging 
and charming.”

 — Mario Mercier dgA
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EldER ABuSE PREVENTiON CAMPAIGN
The Public Studio toronto, canada

Client newcomer Women’s  
services, Toronto

Creative Directors Alexis mitchell, 
sheila sampath

videographer Alexis mitchell

Workshop Facilitators  
Alexis mitchell, Tabby Johnson, 
sheila sampath 

this participatory project honours the 
voices and experiences of diverse elders 
across the city of toronto. through a series 
of inter-generational workshops, elders and 
youth worked together on various activities 
including filming a short PSa and writing 
and starring in a talk show video.

/////Judge’s Pick 

“As people are living longer and longer,  
the traditional connection with family 
is breaking down. This project is a good 
example of bringing young and old  
together, strengthening the future  
and making the world a better place.”

 — Morag Myerscough

JANE’S wAlK PRINT CAMPAIGN
STudiO JAywAll toronto, canada

Client Jane’s Walk, Toronto

Creative Director Jay Wall

Designers mavis Everett, Jay Wall

Photographers Jeremy Kai,  
vic gedris

Copywriters Jay Wall,  
Lucia Piccini, Denise Pinto 

jane’s walk is a global movement of 
neighbour-led walking tours inspired by 
urbanist jane jacobs. bus shelter ads, 
subway ads and postcards were created to 
promote the toronto edition of the global 
festival for 2014, capturing the community 
spirit of the festival through images from 
past events and call-to-action messaging 
emphasizing the diverse possibilities of 

participating. a poster template was  
also created and shared with global 
community leaders to promote local  
events with photos from their own  
cities, in their own languages.
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KliNK COffEE BRANDING
genesisXd toronto, canada

Client st. Leonard’s society  
of Toronto

Chief Experience Designer  
Philip Yan Rgd

Brand strategist Harry Cornelius

Designers Philip Yan Rgd,  
Leah martine Renihan, Judy Kim

St. leonard’s is a charity that operates 
halfway houses for individuals coming  
out of prison. the objective of klINk 
coffee is to facilitate the reintegration  
of former prisoners into the community  
by providing job skills training and 
placement services, selling gourmet coffee 
to offices and homes. through marketing 
communications, website design and 
social media, the brand communicates  
the positive transformation facilitated  
by this proactive social enterprise.

/////Judge’s Pick

“KLINK’s design is modern, attractive,  
and conveys a visual strategy that  
supports the aims of the client. The  
imagery re-contextualizes the negative 
associations with prisoners and reclaims 
them as a symbol of empowerment.  
Overall, a very successful project.”

 — Kyle greenwood

MAfifA POSTER
we Are Michael Jackson Rotterdam, the Netherlands

Designed for the ‘Fuck off Poster 
Factory Project’ workshop at the 
university for the Creative Arts, 
Canterbury uK

Designers vos Broekema  
and marjolijn stappers 

billions of dollars are spent on expensive 
stadiums for FIFa, which local people 
do not have access to. the event has 
an overall negative impact on local 
communities, with families often being 
beaten out of their houses by riot  
squads. the universal image of a red  
card is understood by audiences around  
the world to represent frustration and 
negative consequences.
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NOT fAR fROM ThE TREE 2013 YEARBOOK
Projektor Brand image toronto, canada

Client not Far From The Tree  
(nFFTT), Toronto

Creative Director John Furneaux Rgd

Designers John Furneaux Rgd,  
Emese ungar

illustrators Emese ungar,  
John Furneaux Rgd 

NFFtt is an organization inspiring 
torontonians to harvest, share, celebrate 
and steward the bounty from our 
urban forest. the yearbook illustrates 
NFFtt’s three pillars: promoting a 
positive environmental impact, bringing 
communities together and highlighting 

the healthy benefits of fresh food.  
targeted to potential donors, tree owners, 
volunteers and partner agencies, the 
yearbook functions as both a brochure  
and a promotional poster, explaining the 
story of the organization and the larger 
social objectives it addresses.

SiCKKidS PAEdiATRiC ORThOPEdiC fEllOwShiP ANNUAL REPORT
AlSO Collective toronto, canada

Client The Hospital for  
sick Children, Toronto

Art Directors  
Antonio Lennert PROV Rgd,  
symon oliver

Layout & Editorial Designer  
Antonio Lennert PROV Rgd

infographic Designers  
Emma novotny, symon oliver

Photographer Darren Rigo

ui & uX Developers  
Bohdan Anderson, symon oliver

graphic Designer Emma novotny

Copywriter & Editor  
Dr. simon Kelley, Julianne godden

Project manager, sickKids  
Julianne godden

Printer standard Form

Collaborators Dr. Lucas murnaghan,  
Dr. sevan Hopyan 

the Paediatric orthopedic department of 
Sickkids hospital needed to establish a 
forward-facing communications strategy 
that would emphasize collaborative, 
practice-based education through 
social networking and print and digital 
publications. with the goal of reaching 
fellows and their mentors, orthopedic 
colleagues and other surgical practitioners, 
the report incorporates interactive data 
visualizations, positioning the department 
as a leading edge group in the field.
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TERESA gROuP IDENTITY
hambly & woolley toronto, canada

Client Teresa group, Toronto

Creative Director &  
Principal Designer Dominic Ayre

Project manager Andrew J. Ryther

Developer The Wire 

teresa Group is canada’s oldest 
community-based charitable organization, 
specifically serving children affected by  
hIV and aIDS and their families. with the 
goal of revitalizing overall awareness for 
the organization and increasing fundraising 
capabilities, the new visual identity and 
responsive website use colourful design 
to present a more positive and inviting 
experience for users.

uCyClE CAMPAIGN
9 lives design North bay, canada

Client share The Road Cycling 
Coalition, Hamilton

Creative Director / Designer  
Dave nighbor

Program Leader Jamie stuckless 

Intended to increase cycling at post-
secondary institutions, ucycle partners 
with universities, colleges, municipal 
stakeholders and local businesses to 
provide discounts to students who arrive 
on campus by bicycle. addressing the 
issues of accessibility and sustainability,  
an additional website is being developed  
to help eliminate the use of paper, 
consolidate program and vendor 
information, and ensure that every  
cyclist and student has the opportunity  
to participate in the program.
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FOR-PROFIT
CLIENT-INITIATED 
PROJECTS

     “You may never know what results come of your actions,  
   but if you do nothing, there will be no results.”  
  — Mahatma Gandhi/



CRASh COuRSE EduCATiON SERIES
Thought Café toronto, canada

Client Co-production with Ecogeek 
Llc, missoula, hankgreen.com, 
ecogeek.org

Principal Designers suzanna 
Brusikiewicz, James Tuer,  
nick Counter

Animation Adam Winnik,  
Corey macdonald, Cody Brown, 
Jonathon Corbiere, Tyler sammy

sound Design Allan Levy

crash course is a popular education 
series on youtube entering its third year 
of production. twice a week, hosts john 
and hank Green teach courses on a variety 
of topics complementing those covered 
in high school courses. the program is 
intended to serve as an extra study guide 
for students. thought café created the 
branding for the series, including the 
logo and related materials for all related 
social networking pages, all graphics 
and animated segments featured in 
the episodes, and merchandise and 
promotional items for the series such  
as t-shirts, posters, DVD sets and more.

/////Judge’s Pick* 

“My eye was immediately drawn, and pulled 
into the stories the Crash Course Education 
Series is telling. I think this says a lot in an 
era where our attention is constantly being 
competed for. Kudos for bringing (free) 
learning to children and young people in a 
medium that they can relate to. Engaging 
from the get-go!”

 —  Chris ouellete

* also selected by:  vanessa Eckstein RgD 
and Roy White
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1iN3.CA WEBSITE
Pivot design group toronto, canada

Client Canadian Partnership  
Against Cancer, Toronto

Creative Director ian Chalmers Rgd

Designer iffat Jokhio Rgd

the 1in3.ca blog is named after the 
alarming statistic that one in three 
canadians will have cancer in their lifetime. 
this online resource brings together data 
and expert opinions in a monthly digest 
style report, which focuses on a different 
cancer-related topic in each issue. the  
use of infographics and a clearly defined 
design structure helps makes the content 
both accessible and sharable. the 
responsive site can also be accessed  
by physicians and policy-makers on the  
go via any mobile device.

ANiMAl PROTECTiON STAMP COLLECTION
helena Ng design markham, canada

Client macau Post office

Designer Helena ng Rgd

to address the issue of animal cruelty 
and abandonment, this stamp series 
features photographs of adopted animals, 
specifically cats and dogs that have 
recovered from difficult circumstances. 
Each stamp features an illustration of the 
animal’s experience in the background 
of the image. Printed stamps feature the 
outline of a house and paws in a gloss 
varnish to convey the idea of giving poor 
animals a home.
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KRAfT CElEBRATiON TOuR WEBSITE
Trapeze Media toronto, canada

Client Kraft Canada, Tsn Toronto

Creative Director michael Kasprow

Associate Creative Director  
Bronwyn Anderson

Designers Farwa Kazmi, vanida Lim

Copywriter sean Butler

kraft canada and tSN jointly promote a 
healthy and active lifestyle across canada 
through an annual showcase rewarding 
communities who have shown their 
commitment to the spirit of sport  
and play by upgrading local sporting 
facilities and providing new equipment.  
as the major hub for all activities, 
notifications and voting, the website for 
the kraft celebration tour encourages 
community spirit, engagement and 
commitment to building better places  
to play across canada.

RESPECT REPORT
The works design Communications toronto, canada

Client First Quantum minerals Ltd., 
vancouver

Creative Director  
scott mcFarland Rgd

Art Director Kevin Ward

Designer Andrew oliver

Writer Doug Dolan

Photographer Adam Patterson

Director, Production  
Andrew Wreakes

Director, Procurement  
sonya Popovich

Principal Lorie Brière

For its 2013 corporate responsibility report, 
First Quantum minerals (FQm) focused 
on operations in Zambia and Panama, 
capturing the stories of local initiatives 
through photography and narrative 
to illustrate the company’s broader 
philosophy. the works developed a design 
inspired by photojournalistic publications 
such as Life and National Geographic, 
creating a compelling end result to convey 
FQm’s activities, challenges and successes.

/////Judge’s Pick 

“Beautiful and impactful photography, 
understated typography and layout – the 
recipe for successful design. The designers 
did a really great job of letting the photos do 
the heavy lifting while serving up bits and 
pieces of important information in a way that 
is digestible to the reader. Bravo!”

 — Joseph Duffy
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DESIGNER-DRIVEN 
PROJECTS

     “Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed, citizens  
  can change the world. Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has.”   
  — Margaret Mead/



“AgAiNST ANiMAl TESTiNg” INFOGRAPHIC
Nathakorn Kittananthawongs  Student Rgd  york / Sheridan, toronto, canada

Designer nathakorn 
Kittananthawongs Student Rgd

instructor Brian Tsang Rgd Emeritus

the target audience of this project is 
consumers who regularly purchase beauty 
and household products and may be 
unaware of the cruelty of animal testing. 
available as both a printed pamphlet and 
a digital publication, it provides facts and 
statistics and highlights alternatives to 
purchasing animal-tested products.

BEyONd 40 APP
Chloe Blanchard  Student Rgd  york / Sheridan, toronto, canada

Team members  
Joyce Dang Student Rgd,  
Alaa Abuamra Student Rgd

Designer  
Chloe Blanchard Student Rgd

instructor Andrew Hladkyi

created to promote community activism 
projects and events, this app helps high 
school students research volunteer 
opportunities and inspires them to go 
above and beyond the required 40 hours. 
with a focus on maintaining simplicity 
for a smooth user experience, ‘beyond 40’ 
connects young people with worthwhile 
causes to help benefit their local 
community and society in general.
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“BRiNg SAlVATiON TO All liViNg ThiNgS” POSTER
Accademia di Belle Arti di firenze Italy

Designed for The 11th moscow 
“golden Bee” international Biennale 
of graphic Design

Creative Director &  
Principal Designer sha Feng 

this project represents themes of equality 
and transcendence, with the goal  
of communicating the message that all 
living things are equal. while war and 
discrimination still exist all over the 
world, the goal of this poster is to incite 
action against these negative forces and 
encourage more positive energy in society.

CAMONi TEA ANd COffEE PACKAGING
Camille Pomponi  Student Rgd  york / Sheridan, toronto, canada

Designer  
Camille Pomponi Student Rgd

instructor Albert ng fRgd

using colour to represent the boldness of 
the blend and the different types of tea, 
each package of camoni tea and coffee 
includes a brief description of the product. 
the goal of this project is to communicate 
important environmental messages to 
audiences as they prepare their drinks by 
incorporating facts about climate change 
on the side panels of each package and 
including a sustainable wooden tray that 
can be reused for serving.
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COlOuR BliNd AwARENESS CAMPAIGN
lauren Coutts  Student Rgd  capilano university, North Vancouver, canada

Designer Lauren Coutts Student Rgd

instructor vida Jurcic 

this project aims to enable viewers to 
experience what colour blindness feels  
like to encourage empathy for those who 
suffer from it. by mimicking what a colour 
blind person sees, the campaign calls 
attention to this everyday struggle that  
is often overlooked.

/////Judge’s Pick 

“I loved the mixed media styling of both print 
and interactive through the ‘enhanced reality’ 
use of the phone’s camera. Clever and simple. 
Beautiful graphic execution with a nice use 
of technology to help covey something very 
difficult to express.”

 — Charles Adler

“MEAT Of ThE MATTER” PRINT PIECE
heather luscher  Student Rgd  york / Sheridan, toronto, canada

Researcher, Copywriter,  
Designer & illustrator  
Heather Luscher Student Rgd

instructor maria gabriele Rgd

this 16-panel piece presents a 
comprehensive overview of the meat 
industry’s impact on the environment and 
suggestions for how readers can reduce 
this impact through better-informed 
food choices. to fit the theme, simple 
illustrations on butcher paper create an 
effect similar to meat packaging.

////Judge’s Pick 

“Straightforward, simple and effective. Plus, 
the one-colour, rustic quality really spoke  
to me. No frills. Serious and free of slick  
tricks and pretension. Beautiful typography. 
This really got me thinking. Bravo!”

 — Aaron Draplin
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OTTAwA BiCyClE lANES CAMPAIGN
Ottawa Bicycle lanes ottawa, canada

Creative Director, Designer, 
videographer, Editor, Photographer, 
Web Designer, Developer & Writer 
michael napiorkowski

Creative Director, Designer, 
videographer, Editor & Writer 
maayke schurer

the project advocates for a protected 
bicycle infrastructure to connect the  
main urban districts of ottawa as part 
of the larger movement toward more 
sustainable, welcoming, environmentally 
friendly and accessible cities around the 
world. the campaign also includes a 
website, posters, panel discussions  
and outreach events around the city, 
efforts which have been covered by local, 
national and international news.

/////Judge’s Pick 

“I chose this project because it felt like 
the most ‘real’, with the most chance of 
effecting change. It seems to have the best 
blend of advocacy with government and 
encouragement with audiences to help build 
infrastructure and use.”

 — Andrew samuel

REEl wOMEN filM fESTiVAl IDENTITY
Marissa Korda  Student Rgd  york / Sheridan, toronto, canada

Designer marissa Korda Student Rgd

instructor maria gabriele Rgd 

the goal of the Reel women Film  
Festival is to promote women in the  
film industry and prompt audiences  
to think critically about hollywood’s 
portrayal of the female role. the identity 
design includes corporate materials  
and an ioS festival guide / app created 
under a friendly, positive, welcoming  
brand. the logo emphasizes the female 
focus of the festival with a cheeky 

reference to the overly sexualized portrayal 
of women in film. close-up photographs 
of influential women are used throughout 
the app, which also includes accessible 
information on the issues faced by women 
in the film industry.
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ThE BASKET ChAllENgE CAMPAIGN
Sylvie leveiller  Student Rgd  cambrian college, Sudbury, canada

Designer sylvie Leveiller Student Rgd

instructor Ron Beltrame Rgd

the basket challenge encourages 
canadains to think twice about the  
amount of food they waste on a daily  
basis. by encouraging shoppers to use  
a basket instead of a cart, the idea is to 
limit the amount of groceries purchased 
each week and encourage people to  
make more thoughtful food choices.

“whAT’S yOuR BEEf?” BROCHURE
Chloe Silver  Student Rgd  york / Sheridan, toronto, canada

Designer Chloe silver Student Rgd

instructor Brian Tsang Rgd Emeritus

available in both print and digital formats, 
this publication takes readers through 
the basic facts required to understand 
the consequences of beef consumption 
in relation to greenhouse gases and 
global warming. It also includes a guide 
for consuming beef products in a more 
ecological way. Designed to be interesting 
and immersive, the piece includes visual 
images that keep the viewer engaged while 
revealing important information about 
buying and eating beef.
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yOuTh MAKiNg A diffERENCE, fAll 2013 CAMPAIGN
ACCESS toronto, canada

Conference Director Damon Pfaff

Presenters David ip Yam, Damon 
Pfaff, Daniel Francavilla PROV Rgd, 
shaneeza nazseer

youth making a Difference (ymaD) is  
a forum for engaged youth to discuss, 
create, brand, communicate and execute 
a project within their community. the 
conference teaches students design 
processes and communication techniques 
with the goal of nurturing a desire to 
positively impact society.

yOu ARE NOT Al(ONE) CAMPAIGN
Katie Maasik  Student Rgd  capilano university, North Vancouver, canada

Designer Katie maasik Student Rgd

mentor Roy White

Every year over 700 young canadians 
are lost to suicide. the purpose of this 
campaign is to reduce the stigma attached 
to mental illness and prevent the social 
exclusion of young people suffering from 
anxiety and depression.

/////Judge’s Pick 

“This project executes a cause that has been 
dealt with many times in a way that is clever 
and appropriate for the target audience with 
great use of colour, imagery and typography.”

 — Fidel Peña Rgd
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government- 
initiated 
PROJECTS

     “Many a trip continues long after  
   movement in time and space have ceased.”   
    — John Steinbeck/



#BEOuRAlly VIDEO
ON ThE ChASE! Motion design toronto, canada

Client office of the Provincial 
Advocate for Children and  
Youth, Toronto

Co-Directors Zack Russell,  
Julian Brown Rgd

Typography & Animation  
Julian Brown Rgd

sound Design Zack Russell

Additional illustration  
Amy shackleton

Produced for world Pride 2014 in toronto, 
this project challenges us to make a 
positive change in the way we speak. the 
video is a journey through negative and 
positive language using hand-lettered 
typography and bold colour to illustrate the 
script of basic phrases. the video begins 
with terrible slurs and insults to grab 
attention in our busy social media feeds. 
the project reached over 1,000 viewers at 
live events and online.

/////Judge’s Pick*

“This piece exemplifies the strength of 
simplicity – the simple power of contrast… 
I love how the colourful backgrounds reclaim 
the screen with positive phrases and how  
the typography continues to tell the story  
and entertain. This video delivers an 
important message with clarity and 
confidence. Well done.”

 —  nicole vallée Rgd 

* also selected by:  irma Boom 

BANTiNg BEST lAB EXHIBIT
Ontario Science Centre toronto, canada

Client ontario science Centre, 
Toronto

Project manager Rich vieira

Director mary Jane Conboy

graphic Designer Dawn Lee

industrial Designer Joseph sponder

Researcher Bhavleen Kaur

this exhibit tells the story of diabetes, 
highlighting the significant contributions 
of canadian researchers Frederick 
banting and charles best, who discovered 
insulin. through graphics, 3D panels and 
animation, visitors can engage with the 
scientific underpinnings of the Nobel 
Prize winning work and gain a sense of 
the time period when this groundbreaking 
discovery took place. Flat graphics and 
packaging design techniques help tell 
the story of ‘Doctors through the ages’, 
encouraging interactive involvement with 
the information.

220.5”

7”

8’

5’
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fEAThERS Of hOPE CAMPAIGN
una lee design toronto, canada

Client office of the Provincial 
Advocate for Children and Youth, 
Toronto

Creative Director, Lead Designer, 
Photographer & illustrator  
una Lee

Production Designers  
Amber Thompson, Atanas Bozdarov, 
Karen Campos

videographer mike Barber

video Production Assistant  
Faduma gure

Representing the voices of over 160 First 
Nations youth in ontario, Feathers of hope 
is social movement through which young 
people can share experiences and make 
recommendations to enact positive change 
in their communities. the smoke and 
light illustrations represent the struggle of 
inequality, resistance against the legacy of 
colonialism, and hope for the future.

gOldEN SPRuCE TRAil SIGNAGE
flipside Creative inc. Vancouver, canada

Client BC Parks, vancouver

Creative Director & Copywriter  
Kim mcmullen

Principal Designer stacey Buchanan

Project manager natalia Baelde

Artist & Carver Ben Davidson

to revive the history of the Golden Spruce 
trail and introduce tourists to the culture 
of the community, this project involved 
creating a positive and engaging signage 
experience. working with community 
members and key municipal stakeholders 
to preserve the natural and cultural 
significance of the trail, five signs were 
hand-carved by haidi artist ben Davidson 
using natural wood from the area.
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lAB CiudAd IDENTITY
Blok design toronto, canada

Client Laboratorio Para La Ciudad, 
mexico City

Creative Directors  
vanessa Eckstein Rgd, marta Cutler

Designers vanessa Eckstein Rgd, 
Patricia Kleeberg, Kevin Boothe 

Senior tED Fellow and global culture  
maker Gabrielle Gomez-mont was 
approached to form a ‘create lab’ within 
the mexico city government as part of 
an effort to cultivate civic innovation 
and benefit the city. the identity for 
this initiative signals the bold, fluid, 
experimental nature of the department 
itself, embracing the values of openness 
and transparency. the governmental-type 

stamp can be used to brand the many 
projects emerging from this idea incubator. 
the identity grows alongside each new 
project, assuming more dimensions as  
the department evolves.

MiSSiSSAugA EARTh dAyS 2014 CAMPAIGN
City of Mississauga mississauga, canada

Client City of mississauga, 
Environment Division, mississauga

Creative Director  
Tina mackenzie Rgd

Principal Designer Brian marchand

with the goal of increasing participation 
in city events and building ‘living green’ 
awareness in the community, this 
campaign was developed to be fun  
and approachable and to resonate with 
people of all ages. the rich gradient  
green, bright green illustrations and white 
and yellow text help make the message 
pop. community involvement in the city’s 
environmental events has increased since 
the launch of the campaign.
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ONTARiO ClEAN wATER AgENCy ANNUAL REPORT
gravity inc. toronto, canada

Client ontario Clean Water Agency, 
Toronto

Creative Director Wendy gray Rgd

Art Director & illustrator  
Emerald Lee Rgd

the ontario clean water agency (ocwa) 
operates, maintains and manages water 
and wastewater facilities. the 2013 report 
called for a fresh and exciting image to 
celebrate the agency’s 20th anniversary. 
the cover illustration of flowing lines 
represents the interconnectedness  
of community, environment and people,  
and this graphic theme is carried on 
throughout the report, eventually leading 
to a foldout infographic summarizing  
the organization’s achievements.

OTTAwA BiRTh ANd wEllNESS CENTRE BRAND AND WEBSITE
Bureau Sudbury, canada

Client ottawa Birth and  
Wellness Centre, ottawa

Account Director  
Frank Chartrand Rgd

Creative Director  
nico Taus PROV Rgd

graphic Designers  
nico Taus PROV Rgd,  
Christian Pelletier

Web Designer  
Terrie Barksey PROV Rgd

Web Developer  
Adam White

the ottawa birth and wellness centre 
(obwc) is a not-for-profit community 
healthcare facility specializing in natural 
childbirth and the care of pregnant women, 
new parents, and young babies. through 
the symbol of the embracing heart, the 
branding focuses on communicating a 
welcoming atmosphere through a simple, 
elegant design. the website is responsive 
for mobile and tablet users and follows  
the Province of ontario’s guidelines  
for accessibility.

/////Judge’s Pick 

“This project illustrates a good, clean 
execution of the visual metaphor and 
derivative design with a logo that aligns  
well with the story of the centre.”

 — Brent mykyte
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Kudos to the winners and 
everyone that took part.  
We are honoured to have  
been able to help celebrate  
your achievements.
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